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ABSTRACT
Introduction: On the basis of the self-similarity of the human body, fractal dimensions can be calculated
mathematically. Fractal analysis can also quantitatively express the density and complexity of a structure as
a fractal dimension. We hypothesize that the fractal dimensions of ultrasonographic findings would change
in thyroid disease. In this study, we explore the possibility of applying fractal analysis to the quantitative
evaluation of ultrasonographic findings in thyroid tissue.
Methods: This retrospective study used data on 1205 patients who newly received thyroid ultrasonography between April 2004 and March 2016. Patients who were included had one or more of the following: normal thyroid, Gravesʼ disease, Hashimotoʼs thyroiditis, subacute thyroiditis, adenomatous goiter, or papillary
carcinoma. Furthermore, the fractal dimension of thyroid ultrasonography was calculated in sagittal pictures. The region of interest was set along the contour of the thyroid gland, excluding a film. Fractal analysis
was performed using box-counting methods.
Results: For the normal thyroid gland, there was a significant decrease in the fractal dimensions of both
contour and concentration structures, with significant differences compared with the disease groups.
Among the thyroid disease groups, papillary carcinoma had the highest fractal dimension. The fractal dimension of the thyroid gland increased with age in the normal group. There were no differences in fractal
dimensions by gender.
Conclusion: Fractal analysis makes it possible to objectively determine the presence of chronic inflammation in thyroid tissue, but it is difficult to distinguish papillary carcinoma from benign goiter.
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Introduction

tial of nodules, fractal dimensions were calculated from the
digital nuclear images of biopsy specimens obtained from

Ultrasonographic examination is clinically useful in

various diseases, including epidermal changes associated

many aspects of thyroid disease management, including

with HPV virus infection,３） oral squamous cell carcinoma,４）

echogenicity, nodularity, and size measurement. The al-

laryngeal carcinoma,５）multiple myeloma,６）malignant mela-

terations in thyroid structure in ultrasonography (US),

noma,７）colorectal cancer,８）prostate cancer,９） endometriosis

such as nodules, are most often characterized by size, ir-

and endometrial adenocarcinoma,１０） and acute precursor B

regular margins, microcalcifications, and central vascular-

lymphoblastic leukemia.１１） The studies revealed a correla-

ity even though the information obtained from ultra-

tion between a higher fractal dimension and a shortening

sonographic findings is hidden in the complexity of the

of survival time, thus suggesting the possibilities of using

thyroid gland structure. The lack of objectivity in the in-

fractal dimension as a predictor of prognosis. On the basis

terpretation of ultrasonographic findings might lead to im-

of the theory that fractal dimension represents a quantita-

portant information being overlooked (e.g., information

tive characteristic to describe morphological complexity

that could be useful in evaluating the severity of inflamma-

and provides information on the self-similarity properties

tion, the magnitude of the structure destroyed, and the in-

of the shape,１）it can be said that the structure of malignant

fluence of dietary iodine intake). Furthermore, the diagnos-

neoplasmas becomes more complex. The same explana-

tic performance of US is highly affected by subjectivity

tion is also consistent with the results of an endoscopic

with interobserver and intraobserver variability. To over-

study. Sato１２） analyzed the pit patterns of colonic epithelial

come such limitations, quantitative analyzes are used for

neoplasia by using endoscopy and revealed the close asso-

objective interpretation. Euclidean geometry is routinely

ciation between increased fractal dimension and higher

used in analyzing medical images to distinguish gross dif-

malignant potential.

ferences even though it is unable to quantitatively evaluate the complexity.

We hypothesize that the fractal dimensions of ultrasonographic findings would differ in thyroid disease from

For fractals, Mandelbrot１） advocated self-similar fea-

those in normal thyroid tissue. In this study, we explore

tures in 1958 as fractals. Fractals can exploit the self-

the possibility of applying fractal analysis to the quantita-

similarity and express the density and complexity of ob-

tive evaluation of ultrasonographic findings in thyroid tis-

jects as a fractal dimension. In nature, we often see objects

sue. Furthermore, to more accurately and subjectively dis-

with self-similarity, such as branching trees or rias-style

tinguish various diseases and normal thyroid images, we

coastlines. The self-similarity of the human body, which re-

propose the fractal analysis of thyroid ultrasound images.

sults from self-organization, is found in bronchial branches
and artery networks.２）When a structure is unable to maintain self-similarity, its fractal dimension should change.

Methods
1. Principle of fractal analysis

Several methods can be used to perform quantitative

Mandelbrot proposed the concept of a fractal, which is a

morphologic analyzes in medical images. Fractal analysis

generic term for figures and structures that have self-

is one of the methods that utilize self-similarity and quanti-

similarity. Self-similarity is a property indicating that

tatively evaluate complicated forms as fractal dimen-

when a part of a figure is expanded, the form matches the

２）

sions. It seems to have great potential in the medical im-

whole or another part. Fractals show uniform self-

age analysis of complicated forms because the borders of

similarity with the same structure when expanding details

some natural objects, including the human body, could be

in any part.１） From this feature, it is used as a method to

fractal. A fractal dimension is a noninteger value related to

understand the complexity of an object. The same struc-

the relationship between the measured metric and the

ture as the whole cannot be regarded a surface (two di-

scale used.

mensions) no matter how large it is expanded and no mat-

There are several studies on other organs associated

ter where it is expanded. Furthermore, it cannot be con-

with fractal dimensions. To evaluate the malignant poten-

sidered a line (one dimension). In other words, the dimen-
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Fig. 1 Principle of box-counting methods. The whole object is covered by a box that is
divided into two equal parts. As mentioned above, a box containing the target and a
box not containing are present. Count the boxes containing the object and compare it
with the number of whole boxes.

sion of the fractal structure cannot be represented by an

into two equal parts, four squares are needed to cover the

integer. The dimension can be calculated from the feature

object and to surround the binary object with a square.

of this similarity. The methods for calculating the dimen-

Ten boxes are needed when using a side length of one-

sion are shown below.

fourth. This process is repeated with grids comprising

When a line segment is divided into two equal parts,

boxes of varying side lengths. The log of the number of

there are two-line segments of similar figures. In the case

boxes needed to cover the object is plotted against the log

of a square, dividing each side into two equal parts divides

of a reciprocal number of the side length. The slope of the

the square into four similar squares. Similarly, a cube is di-

resulting line is defined as a fractal dimension.

vided into eight similar cubes. If these are expressed as

2. Data acquisition

power functions in order, they are 2 = 21, 4 = 22, and 8 = 23.

The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Com-

The multiplier of the power function matches the dimen-

mittee of Toho University Omori Medical Center (No. M

sion of the figure, and it is possible to write b = aD when

1808817017). The US images of 1205 patients suspected for

equally dividing a line segment into 1/a and when obtain-

thyroid diseases were collected from the database of Toho

ing b similar figures. This value D is defined as the fractal

University Omori Medical center between April 2004 and

dimension. If this function is represented logarithmically (i.

March 2016. Patients were classified into six groups ac-

e., logb = Dloga), then D = logb / loga is the similarity di-

cording to ultrasonographic findings (Table 1). Among

１）

mension. However, this method has a limitation: only ob-

these patients, 28 patients (2.3%) were histologically diag-

jects with fractal structures can be calculated.

nosed with papillary carcinoma: 21 female patients and

Natural objects do not exhibit perfect fractal structures.

seven male patients (mean age of 52.8 years). Gravesʼ dis-

Although there are various methods for determining the

ease and Hashimotoʼs thyroiditis were diagnosed on the

dimension of the fractal structure, such as similarity di-

basis of the diagnostic criteria.１７）

mension, divider dimension, pixel dilation dimension, Haus-

The mean ages of patients with subacute thyroiditis and

dorff dimension, and box-counting dimension, the most

Hashimotoʼs thyroiditis were 46.1 and 54.7 years, respec-

commonly used dimension in biological science is the box-

tively. Gravesʼ disease and adenomatous goiter had mean

counting dimension. This dimension is calculated by box-

ages of 48.2 and 59.8 years, respectively. Women com-

counting methods, which can also be used to calculate ob-

prised more than 70 percent of patients in all groups. Sub-

jects without fractal structures. This method was defined

jects with normal blood levels of thyroid hormone and

by Russel et al.１３，１４）

without abnormal US findings were classified into the nor-

The box-counting principle is based on counting the

mal group (290 female and 121 male subjects with a mean

number of boxes of various side lengths needed to cover

age of 48.1 years). Patients with a past history of thyroidec-

the surface of objects (Fig. 1).２，１４―１６） The number of boxes is

tomy were excluded from the analyzes.

counted in each side length. When a side length is divided
Toho Journal of Medicine・March 2020
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Table 1 Comparison of the Characteristics between Normal Thyroid and Patient Groups
Normal
thyroid
No
Mean age (y)
Sex
Male
Female

Subacute
thyroiditis

Hashimotoʼs
thyroiditis

Gravesʼ
disease

Adenomatous
goiter

Papillary
carcinoma

411
47.2

28
46.1

248
54.7

62
48.2

335
59.8

28
52.8

132
330

5
23

44
231

18
52

66
276

7
21

Fig. 2 Sample images of Mass mode and Outline mode.
ROIs were drawn along the contour of the thyroid gland. The figure on the left is imaged by Mass mode, and
the figure on the right is imaged by Outline mode.
Mass mode is defined as the maximum value obtained by setting the density threshold. Outline mode
emphasizes the outline of the object and is obtained by analyzing the complexity of the real outline.

3. Measurement of fractal dimension

the outline of an object and to analyze the complexity of

Longitudinal grayscale US images that used an 8-10

parenchymal contours (Fig. 2, right side).

MHz linear array transducer were selected. Subsequently,

4. Statistical analysis

the regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn along the con-

All statistical analyzes were performed with easy R

tour of the thyroid gland, excluding the film (Fig. 2). If nod-

(EZR) (Saitama Medical Center, Jichi Medical University,

ules were located only in the mate of thyroid lobes, they

Saitama, Japan), which is a graphical user interface for R

were drawn on the lobe with nodules. The right lobe was

(The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Aus-

selected in subjects without abnormal findings and in pa-

tria). We used the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test,

tients with nodules at both lobes. The equipment used was

Steel-Dwass test, and Mann-Whitney U test to compare

HI VISION Preirus (Hitachi Medical Systems, Tokyo, Ja-

the fractal dimensions between groups. P ＜ 0.05 was re-

pan); SSA-770A, SSA-700A, or TUS-A 500 (Canon Medical

garded significant.

Systems, Tokyo, Japan); or the Aplio 500 ultrasound system (Toshiba Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan).
All US image extractions were implemented by fractal
analysis software (custom fractal version 1.00; DBkids,
popimaging, Kanagawa, Japan).

Results
1. Fractal dimension in each thyroid disease
Table 2 shows the fractal dimensions calculated by
Mass mode and Outline mode. Calculation by both modes

Thyroid ultrasound images were captured in analysis

revealed that the mean fractal dimension was the lowest

software and converted to grayscale for use. Two kinds of

in normal thyroid. Among patients with nodules, the US

fractal dimensions were calculated by the box-counting

images of papillary carcinoma had the highest fractal di-

method: Mass mode, which is defined as a maximum value

mension, followed by adenomatous goiter in Mass mode. In

obtained by setting the density threshold at 10% incre-

Outline mode, the second highest fractal dimension was

ments (Fig. 2, left side), and Outline mode, which is ob-

observed in inflammatory disease. There is no significant

tained by using two neighboring thresholds to emphasize

difference between papillary carcinoma and adenomatous

Vol. 6 No. 1
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Table 2

Results of Calculating the Fractal Dimension by Using Mass Mode and Outline Mode

Normal thyroid
Subacute thyroiditis
Hashimotoʼs thyroiditis
Gravesʼ disease
Adenomatous goiter
Papillary carcinoma

Mass mode mean [95%CI]

Outline mode mean [95%CI]

1.510492
1.582810
1.563782
1.599033
1.582762
1.688304

1.296627
1.351847
1.355510
1.395345
1.349947
1.411520

[1.500252-1.520732]
[1.537338-1.628283]
[1.551165-1.576400]
[1.578080-1.619986]
[1.570531-1.594993]
[1.641269-1.735339]

[1.286645-1.306609]
[1.316821-1.386873]
[1.344650-1.366370]
[1.377594-1.413097]
[1.338878-1.361017]
[1.370191-1.452850]

Fig. 3 Comparison of fractal dimensions between each group calculated by Mass mode.
Normal thyroid had significantly lower values of fractal dimension than adenomatous goiter, papillary carcinoma, Hashimotoʼs
thyroiditis, and Gravesʼ disease. However, there was a significant difference in the fractal dimension of US images between
papillary carcinoma and Hashimotoʼs thyroiditis.

goiter. However, the difference from normal is largest be-

mode (Fig. 4). There was a significant difference in the

tween papillary carcinoma and adenomatous goiter. The

fractal dimension of US images between thyroid and

fractal dimensions in each diffuse thyroid disease was

Hashimotoʼs thyroiditis only in Mass mode. The parenchy-

higher than that in normal thyroid, and the parenchymal

mal image of thyroid in subacute thyroiditis had higher

image of thyroid in Gravesʼ disease had the highest fractal

fractal dimensions than that of normal thyroid, but the dif-

dimension, followed by subacute thyroiditis and Hashi-

ferences did not reach a statistical significance in Mass

motoʼs thyroiditis.

mode or Outline mode.

Compared with normal thyroid images, the fractal di-

2. Changes in fractal dimension by age and sex

mensions in papillary carcinoma, Gravesʼ disease, adeno-

The relationship between age and fractal dimension of

matous goiter, and Hashimotoʼs thyroiditis were signifi-

thyroid parenchyma on US in Mass mode (Fig. 5) demon-

cantly higher than those in Mass mode (Fig. 3) and Outline

strated that these values increased with age in a nearly
Toho Journal of Medicine・March 2020
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Fig. 4 Comparison of fractal dimensions between each group calculated by Outline mode.
Normal thyroid had significantly lower values of fractal dimension than adenomatous goiter, carcinoma, Hashimotoʼs
thyroiditis, and Gravesʼ disease. Papillary carcinoma had the highest fractal dimension.

Fig. 5 Relationship between age and fractal dimension calculated by Mass mode and Outline mode. The age ranges plotted
are 15-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, 80-89, and＞90 years. Fractal dimension increased with age (p＜0.001).

linear fashion: from 1.487141 in those aged 15-19 years to

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between sex and each frac-

1.616446 in those aged 80-89 years. In Outline mode, an

tal dimension. The mean fractal dimensions of thyroid pa-

age-dependent increase was noted in the fractal dimen-

renchymal images in Mass mode obtained by US were

sions (Fig. 6).

1.553038 0.082742 in females and 1.566234 0.069291 in

Vol. 6 No. 1
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Fig. 6 Fractal dimensions in Mass mode and Outline mode by gender.
There were no significant differences in fractal dimensions between female and male subjects.

males, whereas these values in Outline mode were

cently gathered the published studies of quantitative ana-

1.344102 0.062182 in females and 1.344834 0.077382 in

lyzes for the US images of thyroid nodules. However, there

males. There were no significant differences in fractal di-

are few studies on quantitative analyzes for the US images

mensions between female and male subjects in the two

of diffuse thyroid disease.

modes.

There are several studies on fractal analyzes using radiological imaging. The implementation of fractal analysis

Discussion

detects clinically relevant changes during lung cancer de-

US diagnoses based on the visual inspection of images

velopment in computed tomography images.２３） Sequential

are dependent on a performer with interobserver and in-

computed tomography images were taken from a patient

traobserver variations in the evaluation of diffuse thyroid

who declined treatment for the diagnosed stage I adeno-

diseases both with and without nodules. To overcome the

carcinoma of the lung. Progressive tumor growth and

limitations, quantitative analysis was performed with a his-

changes in shape over five years based on cancer progres-

１８―２０）

togram and gray level co-occurrence matrix.

Quantita-

sion were demonstrated in that case. The fractal dimen-

tive analysis assists clinical physicians in facilitating the ac-

sion increased from 1.4095 to 1.6250 during the five-year

curate and fast classification of benign and malignant thy-

period. Al-Kadi and Watson revealed that the fractal di-

roid nodules, thus avoiding unnecessary biopsies for ade-

mension of lung tumor tissue was higher than that of nor-

nomatous goiter.

mal lung tissue and that more aggressive tumors (stages

According to the results of this study, the fractal dimen-

III-IV) had a higher fractal dimension than nonaggressive

sion calculated by both Mass mode and Outline mode in-

tumors (stage I). Hayano et al.２４） reported that patients

creased in the disease group. Papillary carcinoma had the

with tumors presenting a lower fractal dimension on the

highest fractal dimension, thus suggesting that the US im-

arterial

ages of papillary carcinoma have the most complex struc-

progression-free survival, whereas tumor density and size

ture because the fractal dimension is larger if the border

showed no significant correlations with progression-free

of the object is more rugged, its lines more irregular, and

survival. A higher fractal dimension was associated with a

its branching pattern more abundant. Ferreira et al.２１） re-

higher malignant potential; this finding is consistent with

ported the usefulness of fractal dimensions for the patho-

our results that the US images of papillary carcinoma had

logical diagnosis of thyroid follicular neoplasias. Therefore,

the highest fractal dimension, followed by adenomatous

quantitative analyzes may provide additional information

goiter. There was no significant difference in fractal di-

２２）

that is invisible to the human eye. Prochazka et al.

re-

phase

image

at

baseline

showed

longer

mension between papillary carcinoma and adenomatous
Toho Journal of Medicine・March 2020
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amounts of the incident sound energy.２５） When ultrasound

goiter.
In clinical practice, nodules suspicious of malignancy are

passes from one tissue to another, different acoustic im-

examined histologically by fine needle aspiration cytology

pedances are reflected. The amount of reflection is deter-

(FNAC) to distinguish between adenomatous goiter and

mined by the difference in the acoustic impedances of tis-

thyroid cancer. FNAC was often repeated to the physi-

sues forming the interface. Interfaces composed of tissues

ciansʼ satisfaction until the nodule was accurately deter-

with small differences in acoustic impedance reflect only

mined as showing no malignancy. As shown in the results

part of the incident energy, whereas those with large

of this study, additional analyzes by fractal dimension

acoustic impedance differences reflect almost all the inci-

could assist physicians in diagnosing thyroid nodules and

dent energy.

in avoiding unnecessary FNAC.

Thyroid parenchyma has medium- to high-level echo-

Thyroid tissue consists of thyroid follicular epithelial

genicity. Muller et al.２６） reported that the mean follicle lu-

cells, which secrete thyroid hormone and thyroid folli-

men diameter in thyroid structures diagnosed as normal

In the results of this study, both fractal dimension

by using a 5 MHz transducer was 67 μm. By applying this

Mass mode and fractal dimension Outline mode showed

information to a 7.5 MHz transducer, we find that a homo-

elevations with significant differences in Gravesʼ disease.

geneous thyroid parenchyma accounts for the interfaces

The increased fractal dimension reflects a dense structure

that are uniformly distributed and that the size is more

in Mass mode and the complexity of borders in Outline

than 100 μm. The cause for sound reflection is the differ-

mode. It is possible that an increased fractal dimension in

ence in acoustic impedance at the boundary of two media:

Gravesʼ disease results from the active proliferation of folli-

a high colloid content and a relatively low cellular portion.

cular cells, enrichment of blood stream, infiltration of vari-

A large proportion of sound waves hits the cell-colloid in-

ous inflammatory cells, and/or an overproduction of thy-

terface and is reflected back to the transducer without

roid hormones. Homogeneous parenchymal echogenicity

scattering, thus resulting in homogeneous pictures with

on US reflects a dense structure consisting of various cells

moderate echogenicity. In the case of microfollicular or

of similar ratios because echogenicity is produced by dif-

follicle-free tissue, a small proportion of sound waves hits

ferences in ultrasonic impedance. It is suggested that the

the acoustic interface, thus resulting in low-echogenic pic-

fractal dimension of thyroid ultrasound images also re-

tures. Thyroid tissue with increased cellularity and de-

flects the quantitative damage of inflammatory thyroid

creased follicles has fewer acoustic interfaces. This histo-

diseases.

logical change should lead to lower echogenicity but also

２５，
２６）

cles.

The parenchymal image of the thyroid in subacute thy-

increases the complexity of a structure. Considering that

roiditis, which often has marked inflammation, had higher

thyroid malignancies are not uniform normofollicular

fractal dimensions than that in normal thyroid, but there

structures, the US images of papillary carcinoma had the

was no significant difference in Mass mode or Outline

highest fractal dimension to reflect increased the complex-

mode. Although this is mainly due to the lack of patients

ity of the acoustic interface.

with subacute thyroiditis, it is also caused by the minute-

Although thyroid disorders and thyroid diseases are re-

by-minute changes in ultrasound findings. Ultrasound find-

ported to increase with advancing age,２８，２９） it is not clear

ings in the acute phase include irregular and ill-defined hy-

whether US images change with altered thyroid function.

poechogenic areas, predominantly in the subcapsular re-

The reduction in the weight of the gland, the volume of fol-

gion, whereas ultrasound findings in the subacute phase

licles, the content of colloid, and the proliferation of connec-

progress to a more diffuse pattern with pseudonodular for-

tive tissue associated with aging suggest a reduction in

２７）

This rapid progress of thyroiditis leads to varied

the activity of the gland.３０） Decreased follicles in the thy-

findings depending on the timing of ultrasound examina-

roid gland with age lead to the increased number of cell-

tion.

colloid interface, which is the main cause of acoustic reflec-

mation.

When sound passing through a totally homogeneous
medium does not encounter interfaces to reflect sound, the

tion, thus resulting in higher fractal dimensions in the elderly.

medium appears anechoic. There is a junction of materials

This study showed that fractal dimensions increase

with different physical properties and acoustic interfaces,

with age, but there are no significant differences in fractal

which are responsible for the reflection of variable

dimension by gender; moreover, males are highly corre-
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lated with the risk and aggressiveness of papillary carci１９）

urement equipment for the most part.

The increased fractal dimensions found in the eld-

In summary, fractal analysis makes it possible to objec-

erly are considered the result of a changed structure due

tively decide the presence of chronic inflammation in thy-

to increased heteromorphism and atrophic changes of the

roid tissue. Contrary to our expectations, it is difficult to

thyroid gland. Further histological studies are needed to

clearly distinguish papillary carcinoma from benign goiter

clarify the association between increased fractal dimen-

even by using a fractal dimension, although the US images

sion and aging.

of papillary carcinoma had the highest fractal dimension.

noma.

Considering that fractal analysis is unaffected by image

Further studies in the greater number of patients with

magnification, this type of analysis is suitable for a retro-

papillary carcinoma may be able to discriminate between

spective study using previously obtained medical im-

malignant and benign goiters. A novel quantitative diag-

ages.３１） However, there are some limitations to this study.

nostic method independent of interobserver variation

First, fractal analysis is a morphological method. It is un-

could lead to automatic diagnosis in the future.

clear whether a change in fractal dimension reflects the
functional disorders of the thyroid gland. Further studies

Acknowledgements: This study did not receive any specific

are needed to evaluate the association between fractal di-

grants from funding agencies. The Excel file data used to support the

mension and thyroid function. Second, ultrasonographic

findings of this study are available from the corresponding author

examination was not always performed with the same

upon request.

equipment. Different types of equipment might have
caused variance in the calculation of fractal dimension,
even in the same individual. Third, the absolute value of
the fractal dimension varies depending on the calculation
method. The validity of the box-counting method used to
calculate the fractal dimension in the present study was
found by Russell５） as described above and is used as the
most general calculation method for the fractal dimension.
However, some restrictions have been indicated, such as
the discovery of self-similarity and sensitivity to the size of
the box.３２―３４） Fourth, the longitudinal changes of the fractal
dimension might be found in inflammatory thyroid diseases. Repeated examinations would present the time
course of morphological and functional changes in thyroid
diseases.
Finally, there are concerns about measurement errors
owing to differences in the measurement equipment used
because the following vary widely: distance between the
surface of the probe and ROI; the subcutaneous fat thickness; the magnitude of the reflected signal, which depends
on the depth of penetration; and time gain control in ultrasound application.３５）In general, the fractal dimension is not
influenced by magnification rate because fractals can be
any type of infinitely scaled and repeated pattern. Although the resolution of US relies on the frequency range
used, the gain of the measurement signal input section,
and the cutoff frequency of the external filter, the optical
density of ultrasonic pictures is adjusted for analysis by selecting the maximal fractal dimension at each measurement. This process can overcome the difference in meas-
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